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Summary. Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) has been used to characterize alkaline electrolysis cells, using 
low and high surface area nickel electrodes. The EIS response was systematically probed as function of temperature and 
current density, and different equivalent circuit models were investigated for their applicability for the system. 

Abstract. The cell voltage from conventional two-electrode alkaline electrolysis cells does not always provide sufficient 
information to properly characterize a system. For instance, if the anode and cathode activate and deactivate 
respectively, it will not necessarily show clearly in a simple 2-point voltage measurement as the effects might cancel out. 
One tool to address this deficiency is electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS), which has been applied previously 
to great success in other electrochemical systems. Nonetheless, detailed studies on a cell level for alkaline cells are scarce 
in literature. 

We have explored a simple system with both low and high surface area (HSA) nickel electrodes. Plain nickel mesh was 
used as low surface area electrodes, whereas a HSA nickel coating was applied to nickel foam to represent high surface 
area electrodes. The EIS response was investigated across parametric variations of temperature (30-80°C) and current 
density (1-200 mA cm-2). To quantify the results different equivalent circuit models were applied to fit the data. 

In most cases, a simple L-R-RQ-RQ-RQ equivalent circuit model fit the data well. Variations in current density show that 
the two dominant arcs are kinetic of nature. By individually switching electrodes it is shown that, for electrodes with 
similar surface area, the high frequency kinetic arc can be ascribed to the cathode, whereas the low frequency kinetic 
arc relate to the anode. 

A third arc at frequencies higher than those of the cathode displays an apparent independence on the current density 
and appears to contribute to the cell voltage with an ohmic-like behaviour. While the contribution can be mathematically 
handled as an RQ element, direct interpretation of such an element is difficult. To explore this further, a porous electrode 
framework was adopted, and transmission line equivalent circuit models were explored as a way to fit the EIS data.




